
SETTING UP

Installing Dragon

0. Uninstall previous Dragon 15.3 from the Control Panel.
1. Install Dragon 15.6 the very latest version of Dragon 15.6 .exe not needing to deal with 
previous installers. Use second activation key. Request the Dragon remover program via 
support if it's necessary. At a certain point I will be asked to activate the product in my two 
keys, these are stored inside my saved passwords inside Google Chrome on Nuance.com. 

1b Make the profile there using settings from 2016 or 2018 Knowbrauiner manual options.

1c Save the profile
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Natlink

1. Follow the installation documents from the orange website one through three PDFs 
within the folder I prepared. The last file also has a fix for the annoying error GUID which 
pops up sometimes.I currently think this is coming from Caster recommending registering 
the program. Just follow the orange guide it may solve the problem.

Also important note, for the instruction where he asks you to do py -27 instead just use my 
normal path 'python XYZ'
Also while following the guide  I've downloaded the videos that are linked in those orange 
pages.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WnMGOfHYuM&t=137s

When installing Python remember to do the path PATH CRUTIAL   W+Sto search 
environmental variables, edit system variables, path,add C:\Python27, add C:\Python
\Scripts, OK, Save etc.

Remember to install the extra packages wPython etc. and packages using the installers or 
pip PDF
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This is all described in those PDFs however,
For the moment the description of how to install this on Caster is very confusing and is 
causing problems so stick to the orange site
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Dragonfly

3. Make sure you have the latest dragonfly packages   
pip uninstall dragonfly 
pip install dragonfly

4b. Fix error below by install VCForPython27.exe in folder

pip uninstall dragonfly2
pip install dragonfly2

___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

using the official Caster documentation set up PDF.

Actually I have this folder with my bespoke additions which I keep in current documents and 
I'll probably call Caster_bespoke.

5. Take out all of the files from the Caster.zip/Caster folder and put them inside a new folder 
Documents/Caster
OR copy from my own bespoke edited version with my mappings
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8. Install these dependencies if it doesn't work
C:\Python27\Scripts\pip install wxpython==4.0.7 tomlkit future mock appdirs scandir 
pyvda==0.0.8

___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________

9.Start dragon

___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________

Get easy installation of serenade for use with the Internet and only for programming.

NO-BRAINER
Follow the PDFs related to no-brainer to install it and to install the command updater 
afterwards

Both of the installers are contained in the folder

SERIAL NUMBER FOR KNOWABOUT BRIANER
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